THE MARMARA ISTANBUL 5*

The Marmara Istanbul is not only in the heart of Istanbul, it is a big part of it. Like its trademark discreet and
efficient service. It carries you above the bustle on the city, with a stunning view of both classic and
contemporary Istanbul. To get the most out of Istanbul- for business or pleasure- it's where you need to be. When
you stay at The Marmara Istanbul, you are in touch with the life and soul of the city.
A deluxe hotel in the tradition of Europe's finest hotels, The Marmara Istanbul offers outstanding accommodations
for the business traveler or for the visitor coming to enjoy Istanbul's pleasures, all from its convenient location in the
heart of the city in Taksim Square. From central Taksim Square, tourist, shopping and business, are within footsteps
or a short taxi ride from The Marmara Istanbul.
All of our comfortable rooms, suites and our two Club Floors for executive-level travelers have been recently
renovated and feature the latest computer and telephone systems as well as all the amenities expected of a
five-star hotel.
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CEYLAN INTERCONTINENTAL 5*

Against a backdrop of the breathtaking Bosphorus, refined service and uniquely sophisticated facilities await you
at The Ceylan InterContinental Istanbul. Located in the most central part of Istanbul, Taksim, the stylish decorated
rooms in this 5-star luxury hotel have impressive views of the Bosphorus, old city, amazing Blue Mosque and the
Royal Topkapi Palace.
All rooms have remote controlled air conditioning and TV, movie/satellite/pay TV channels, double-line phones
with answering machines, data-port and internet access, minibar, safe-box and hairdryer.
Laundry, valet service, Business Centre, Health Club and Room Service are available for our valuable guests, 24
hours a day.
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HYATT REGENCY ISTANBUL 5*

Located in the most central part of Istanbul, Taksim.
Standart Twin Rooms located in the 3rd and 4th floors of the building with stunning views of the city, pool and
gardens welcome you to a 38- to 42-sq.-metre room, the largest in the city, offering sensual, modern and elegant
decor. Decorated in light colours with attractive teak fittings, the rooms offer twin-bed with the softest pillows and
plush feather duvet. Deluxe amenities include sitting area, generous work area with high-speed Internet access,
and spacious marble bath with tub and glass-enclosed rain shower.
Hyatt Regency Istanbul provides a wide range of services guaranteed to satisfy the needs of the most discerning
guests.
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THE MARMARA PERA 4*

A stylish hotel in Istanbul's happening Beyoglu district, in the historic Pera region of Istanbul, The Marmara Pera
is within walking distance of the city's major business, leisure and shopping areas. This new addition to The
Marmara Hotels brings a hip new swagger to this up and coming corner of Beyoglu. The Marmara Pera will
offers an ideal combination of stylish design and access to Istanbul's new trendy nightlife hotspots amidst the
historic texture of the city.
The Marmara Pera has 200 rooms and 3 suites furnished to offer maximum comfort and relaxation to our
guests. Amenities include controllable air-conditioning, direct dial telephone, PC modem, TV with satellite
channels, mini bar, safe, hair dryer, smoke detector and fire sprinkler. Our guests are welcome to benefit
from our 24-hour room service with a special menu, as well as laundry and dry cleaning services.
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NIPPON OTEL 4*

Nippon Hotel İstanbul is in the heart of Taksim easily accessible by metro , taxi or bus. From Central Taksim Square ,
tourist , shopping and business are within footsteps or a short taxi ride from Nippon Hotel İstanbul .
The minimalist decoration expressed with far-eastern figures meets Hotel guests with an other world where they
can rest in the heart of metropolice far from chaos of the city .A very special adress combining the beaty with
Istanbul confort.
All rooms are equipped with : Magnetic Key Card System , Aircondition , minibar, bathroom , direct dial
telephone ,bathroom telephone , Pay Tv, Plasma Tv.
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LARES PARK HOTEL 4*

The Hotel is in the city center ; Taksim Square.
All rooms are equipped with : Wireless and highspeed internet connection, Voice mail system on the telephone ,
LCD TV with Cable , 24 hours Room Service , Minibar , Electronic Safe Deposit Box, Smoke detectors and sprinklers,
Air-conditioning, Medline service in an emergency, Computer and fax connection in the rooms, Internet
connection.
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THE GREEN PARK TAKSİM 4*

Located one minute away from Taksim Square (city center), The Green Park Hotel Taksim is the rightchoice to stay
during a visit or to drop by in therestaurant during the day. You will get easy transportfacility for your business
connection and the chanceto go to major points of the city on foot. The Green Park Hotel Taksim is situated in the
heart ofTaksim area - the city’s fascinating major business, culture, shopping and entertainment center.
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